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**SCHEDULE A: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REQUEST OP-2**

**CURRENT OPERATIONS SCENARIO**

*Time Required: 5 months*

In your application, you state that your proposed project operation is representative of your current operation. Specifically, you state that modeled proposed operations represent the typical operating guidelines and constraints that Idaho Power currently follows (New License Application, Second Stage Consultation CD, page 172). In ODFW’s comments on Scoping Document 1 (SD1) (dated September 22, 2003), ODFW suggests that current and proposed operations are not the same. ODFW states that in medium- and high-flow years, your proposed operation would result in releases below Hells Canyon being decreased by over 10,000 cfs during May because your proposed reservoir refill date is earlier than occurs under your current operation. ODFW further argues that current operations involve a more aggressive July/August drawdown of Brownlee reservoir than would occur in your proposed operation.

Your license application did not provide supporting evidence that your proposed operation is the same as your current operations. Therefore, please clarify your proposed May through August Brownlee reservoir operation in light of ODFW’s comments, and compare and contrast this operation with recent typical operations.\(^1\) We need this clarification to ensure that our NEPA analysis is properly structured with respect to baseline operations.

If you conclude that your proposed operations are not representative of the typical operating guidelines and constraints that you have followed since mid-2001, provide a new current operations scenario for comparison with your proposed operation. The new current operations scenario should be characterized using the information requested in AIRs OP-1, Operational Scenarios; WQ-1, Dissolved Oxygen Augmentation; and WQ-2, Temperature Control, such that the new current operations scenario can be readily compared with your proposed operations and with alternative operational scenarios.\(^2\) Additionally, if you conclude that your proposed operations are not representative of current operations, you should revise your exhibit B tables B-1, B-3, and B-4 by adding a new column showing operational guidelines and constraints under the current operations scenario.

---

**1. INTRODUCTION**

Operations proposed by Idaho Power Company (IPC) are based on Hells Canyon Complex (HCC) operational constraints outlined in Exhibit B, Tables B-1 through B-4 and Figures B-1 through B-14. Modeled proposed operations are represented by five typical annual hydrologic conditions or pentiles: low, medium-low, medium, medium-high, and high. Actual Brownlee Reservoir inflows for five recent years—1992, 1994, 1995, 1999, and 1997, each of which falls into one of the pentiles—were used to model proposed operations. Seasonal target elevations for Brownlee Reservoir were developed for each of the inflow pentiles, examples of which are depicted in Exhibit B, Figures B-6 through B-8.

---

\(^1\) We consider “recent typical operations” to be those operational guidelines and constraints that characterized your Hells Canyon Project operations from mid-2001 to mid-2003 (subsequent to the termination of the flow augmentation program).

\(^2\) In AIR OP-1, Operational Scenarios, we asked for data in specific formats related to power economics, flood control, navigation, sediment, aquatic resources, and terrestrial resources.
Annual Brownlee flood-control target elevations in the spring, operations in the summer, and fall chinook reservoir operations in the fall are based on forecast streamflows. Actual reservoir operations are adjusted in real time with each new forecast, as described in Exhibit B. Due to the variation and uncertainty associated with forecasting Brownlee inflows, theoretical Brownlee target elevations were calculated based on actual Brownlee inflows for each pentile for use in the modeled proposed operations. The use of actual inflows for this calculation enables us to make like comparisons between scenarios without artificial adjustments due to day-to-day human intervention arising from real time events, conditions, or situations.

Actual operations for Brownlee Reservoir and outflows from Hells Canyon Reservoir in any given year can vary considerably, even within pentiles, depending on actual hydrologic conditions and streamflow forecasts, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) flood-control and navigation requirements, generating system reliability and capacity factors, and energy market conditions. Because it is impossible to model all the atypical conditions or events that can occur in real time, the proposed modeled operations and corresponding Brownlee Reservoir target elevations represent the most probable or typical current operations, consistent with existing and proposed operational parameters, within each of the pentiles under normal conditions in the absence of water-shaping agreements with federal agencies for salmon augmentation to aid with downstream migration through federal facilities.

2. RESPONSES

2.1. Response Regarding Typical Operations for Brownlee Reservoir from May through August

Your license application did not provide supporting evidence that your proposed operation is the same as your current operations. Therefore, please clarify your proposed May through August Brownlee reservoir operation in light of ODFW’s comments, and compare and contrast this operation with recent typical operations. We need this clarification to ensure that our NEPA analysis is properly structured with respect to baseline operations.

The following description is a clarification of IPC’s proposed HCC operations for May through August under typical current and proposed operating conditions.

May

During low and medium-low flow years, there is typically no flood-control requirement in May. Generally, IPC is still providing minimum flows for fall chinook spawning through emergence. If
emergence is completed in May, IPC continues to provide minimum flows and a higher daily pulsed
maintenance flow to prevent the stranding of fall chinook fry that have not yet moved downstream.

During medium to high flow years, Brownlee Reservoir is typically filling in May as part of the spring
flood-control operation. The rate of refill for Brownlee Reservoir and outflow from Hells Canyon Reservoir is controlled by the ACOE and varies yearly, depending on inflow forecasts for Brownlee and The Dalles reservoirs. The refill rate and fill date also varies from year to year, even within the same pentile. In other words, in some years Brownlee Reservoir refills earlier or later than in others for the same projected Brownlee inflow. This timing is at the discretion of the ACOE because the flood-control rule curves for Brownlee are not published after April 30.

Once the elevation of Brownlee Reservoir reaches 2,069 feet mean sea level (ft msl) on or after May 20, a 30-day period for Brownlee resident fish spawning is protected. During this time, the reservoir is typically not drafted more than one foot from the highest elevation reached during the 30-day period. Depending on hydrologic conditions, Brownlee Reservoir may be full on May 20 and remain within the top one foot for the 30-day period. IPC tries to be at elevation 2,069 or higher by June 7.

**June**

During low and medium-low flow years, there is typically no flood-control requirement in June. If emergence is completed in May, IPC continues to provide minimum flows and a higher daily pulsed maintenance flow to prevent the stranding of fall chinook fry that have not yet moved downstream.

During medium to high flow years, Brownlee Reservoir may continue to refill in June as part of the spring flood-control operation. Again, it should be noted that the rate of Brownlee refill and Hells Canyon outflow is controlled by the ACOE and varies yearly, depending on Brownlee and The Dalles inflow forecasts. The refill rate and fill date also varies from year to year, even within the same pentile, as dictated by the ACOE.

The 30-day Brownlee resident fish spawning period is generally in effect until June 20, during which time the reservoir is typically not drafted more than one foot from the highest elevation reached during the 30-day period.

**July**

The target elevation for July 4 is 2,069 ft msl or higher. Typically, Brownlee is full or nearly full at 2,077 ft msl on July 4. Under typical conditions, assuming that all the variables described in section 1 above are normal, IPC strives to keep Brownlee Reservoir nearly full throughout July to conserve storage
for August, which usually has an above average monthly system load, lower market energy availability, and higher average market energy prices.

**August**

During August, Brownlee Reservoir is typically drafted to meet system load. In the later part of August, the streamflow forecast is examined to determine possible reservoir target elevations and Hells Canyon outflows for the upcoming fall chinook spawning period, which generally starts around the second or third week of October. Depending on energy conditions and on current and projected hydrologic conditions, it may be necessary to adjust Brownlee Reservoir’s draft rate to achieve the necessary Brownlee Reservoir starting fall chinook program elevation on the specified start date. This starting elevation ensures a stable spawning flow over the period and a nearly full reservoir at the end of the spawning period around the first week of December.


ODFW states that in medium- and high-flow years, your proposed operation would result in releases below Hells Canyon being decreased by over 10,000 cfs during May because your proposed reservoir refill date is earlier than occurs under your current operation.

The following analysis compares and contrasts modeled proposed operations with actual operations during May for the medium, medium-high, and high pentiles (1995, 1999, and 1997, respectively).

**Medium Pentile—1995**

Although 1995 was used to represent the medium pentile, it was a borderline year for annual average Brownlee inflows and could actually have fallen into the medium or medium-high pentile. A comparison of proposed operations with actual operations (Figure 1) shows that the refill date for proposed operations was later than the actual date, not earlier as stated by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW). The actual amount of space to refill in May 1995 was approximately half the space to refill under the proposed operation. This situation does result in the actual average Hells Canyon outflow (29,633 cubic feet per second [cfs]) for May being approximately 3,900 cfs less than the proposed (33,510 cfs), not 10,000 cfs as indicated by ODFW. This difference is not so much due to the refill date as to the refill rate, which is influenced by the ACOE’s control over the rate of refill and discharge for the HCC, since there is no published rule curve after April 30 for the Brownlee flood-control operation, as indicated in Exhibit B, Figure B-1.
Medium-High Pentile—1999

The medium-high pentile was represented by 1999. A comparison between actual and proposed operations for May 1999, as shown on Figure 2, indicates that the proposed fill date is earlier than what actually occurred. However, the average proposed Hells Canyon outflow (29,195 cfs) is 2,900 cfs less than actual Hells Canyon outflow (32,094 cfs) for May 1999. Again, the difference is significantly less than the 10,000 cfs identified by the ODFW. Figure 2 shows that the actual ACOE controlled draft for flood control in 1999 was greater than the proposed draft dictated by the typical reservoir operation for the medium-high pentile. It can also be seen that the ACOE required IPC to pass inflows for the last half of April and first half of May. The ACOE’s decision to require IPC to pass inflows and the subsequent decision to allow the company to begin refilling was a decision made in real time, based on basinwide hydrologic conditions. The hydrologic conditions could have been such that the ACOE allowed IPC to begin refilling earlier. Had that been the case, the opposite would have been true, and the reservoir would have refilled sooner than it under the proposed operation, possibly resulting in higher actual Hells Canyon outflows for May 1999.

High Pentile—1997

For 1997, the actual and proposed typical flood-control operations for the high pentile are very similar in magnitude and duration (Figure 3). However, the proposed operation refills Brownlee Reservoir earlier than the actual operation did. The difference between average proposed Hells Canyon outflow for May 1997 (34,781 cfs) and actual average Hells Canyon outflow (37,106 cfs) is 2,325 cfs, which is also significantly less than 10,000 cfs. Again, this difference is not so much due to the refill date as to the refill rate, which is influenced by the ACOE’s control over the rate of refill and discharge for the HCC, since there is no published rule curve after April 30 for the Brownlee flood-control operation, as indicated in Exhibit B, Figure B-1.

Summary

While there are some slight differences between actual and proposed operations for the medium to high years, proposed operations use the same operational flood-control requirements and constraints that are currently being used. In actuality, IPC, under the direction of the ACOE, adjusts flood-control reservoir volumes, refill rates, and corresponding Hells Canyon outflow in real time. Each year’s real-time adjustments are unique to that year, sometimes resulting in significantly different operations in May, even between years that fall within the same inflow pentile.

ODFW further argues that current operations involve a more aggressive July/August drawdown of Brownlee reservoir than would occur in your proposed operation.

The following discussion compares modeled proposed operations and actual operations for July and August during 2001, 2002, and 2003. The period from 2001 through 2003 was a drought period throughout the Snake and Columbia river basins, with all years in the low to medium-low pentiles. Hydroelectric operations during an extended drought period are generally atypical due to a significant decrease in regional reservoir storage and base streamflows, both of which result in a significant reduction in available energy in the Northwest. To meet system load in an extended drought period, real-time adjustments may need to be made to previously planned operations.

**2001**

Figure 4 shows Brownlee Reservoir operational details for 2001. With an annual Brownlee inflow volume of 7,551 thousand acre-feet (KAF), 2001 fell into the low pentile. The typical low pentile target reservoir operation, which was derived using the actual inflow for 1992 (the low pentile modeled proposed operation), is superimposed on the graph for comparison. Under typical conditions in any given year falling within the low pentile, current and proposed operations generally follow the typical low pentile Brownlee Reservoir target elevation operation depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4 indicates that the actual July/August draft in 2001 was more aggressive than what it would be under the typical low pentile operation. In April 2001, the agreement with the Bonneville Power Administration expired. But because of the low flow conditions that the region was experiencing and through negotiations with several federal agencies, IPC agreed to release at least 100 KAF in July and 100 KAF in August from Brownlee Reservoir to aid anadromous fish migration through the lower Snake River federal system, resulting in lower July and August end-of-month elevations than may have occurred normally.

---

3 In 1996, the Bonneville Power Administration entered into a five-year agreement with IPC. The agreement reimbursed IPC through an energy exchange mechanism for any energy losses it incurred as a result of participation.
2002

Figure 5 shows Brownlee Reservoir operational details for 2002. This year was the third year of the drought that we are currently experiencing, which has lasted five years so far. It was borderline low and medium-low pentile with an annual Brownlee inflow of 8,639 KAF. The typical medium-low pentile target reservoir operation, which was derived using the actual inflow for 1994 (the medium-low pentile modeled proposed operation), is superimposed on the graph for comparison. Under typical conditions in any given year falling within the medium-low pentile, current and proposed operations generally follow the typical medium-low pentile Brownlee Reservoir target elevation operation depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 5 indicates that slightly more draft occurred in July 2002 than would have occurred within a typical medium-low pentile operation. The difference in end of July reservoir volume between the actual operation (elevation 2,071.67) and a typical medium-low pentile operation (elevation 2,074.53) is 40 KAF. The majority of the actual July draft occurred during the first half of July. The reservoir subsequently held flat at an approximate elevation of 2,071 ft msl for the remainder of July and first half of August. The early July draft was necessary to meet load during the peak summer period while Brownlee inflow, system generating capacity, and transmission import capability were at or near their lowest point in 2002.

Due to continued drought, adverse hydrologic conditions in the region, strained electrical system capability, and higher energy prices, IPC had to rely on Brownlee storage to meet system energy requirements during the entire month of August. Had 2002 been a unique low year (that is, not associated with several years of drought), the actual Brownlee operation would likely have followed more closely the typical proposed medium-low pentile operation.

2003

Figure 6 shows Brownlee Reservoir operational details for 2003, the fourth year of the drought that we are currently experiencing. This year was again borderline low and medium-low pentile, with an annual Brownlee inflow volume of 9,002 KAF. The typical medium-low pentile target reservoir operation, derived using the perfect inflow forecast for 1994, which was the medium-low pentile modeled proposed operation, is superimposed on the graph for comparison purposes.

On June 25, 2003 a Valmy 2 thermal unit was damaged, resulting in a loss of system generating capacity of 267 megawatts. The Valmy unit was offline for repairs until September 8, 2003. Due to the continued drought and reduction in system and regional generating capacity, IPC was forced to use the storage in Brownlee Reservoir in July and August 2003 to meet system load. Under typical conditions in any given
year falling within the medium-low pentile, current and proposed operations generally follow the typical medium-low pentile Brownlee Reservoir target elevation operation depicted in Figure 6.

Summary

The current and modeled proposed operations fall within the same operating guidelines as those outlined in Exhibit B. For modeling purposes, it is infeasible to model all possible combinations of operational variables that can occur, especially atypical operations that occur in real time. The proposed modeled operations are IPC’s best attempt to capture typical operations for five typical hydrologic conditions. While there are some differences between actual real-time operations and modeled proposed operations, the same guidelines, rules, and regulatory procedures are followed for both; as a result, they are the same.
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